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With the increasing development of the financial capital market, various 
financial products and their derivative services emerge rapidly. Business process inner 
securities companies on the one hand is facing enormous pressure of 
institutionalization, standardization and challenge, on the other hand, the vast amounts 
of the securities information makes the securities investment personnel confronted 
with the difficulties how to efficiently process data and make accurate investment 
decision. Traditional ways of working employed by almost securities investment 
enterprises and employees are considered to be inefficient, poor accuracy and 
real-time, for their collection, cleaning, classification and gathering, and analysis 
involved in stocks, futures, and others are finished by human man-made. Under the 
impact of information technology waves and big data, using computer software to 
address those problems become more and more important and urgent.  
There is a securities investment enterprise which is focus on stocks and futures. 
With the rapid development of business, it has to face with a headache question that 
how to improve the efficiency by optimizing business process. Considering peer’s 
barriers, it is very difficult to using peer existing software without low expense. In 
addition, the bought software fails to make up the difference between peers. So it is 
necessary to research and construct securities investment business system. 
This dissertation represents securities the whole process about this investment 
business software system, which covers vary from requirements, design, and testing, 
based on the researches on business activities about stocks and futures in details. The 
securities business system employs Java, SSH framework and Oracle 11g as tools, 
fulfil the four main functions, that is, view the real-time stock data, select and buy 
certain stock, analyze stock’s trend, and system management. Strictly following the 
















investment system, and how the human-machine interfaces are works, how to realize 
the data persistent layer, and how it to be tested finally.  
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